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A global quantitative picture of the phonon-induced two-electron spin relaxation in GaAs double

quantum dots is presented using highly accurate numerics. Wide regimes of interdot coupling, magnetic

field magnitude and orientation, and detuning are explored in the presence of a nuclear bath. Most

important, the giant magnetic anisotropy of the singlet-triplet relaxation can be controlled by detuning

switching the principal anisotropy axes: a protected state becomes unprotected upon detuning and vice

versa. It is also established that nuclear spins can dominate spin relaxation for unpolarized triplets even at

high magnetic fields, contrary to common belief.
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Electron spins in quantum dots [1] are among perspec-
tive candidates for a controllable quantum coherent system
in spintronics [2,3]. Spin qubits in GaAs quantum dots, the
current state of the art [4,5], are coupled to two main
environment baths: nuclear spins and phonons [6]. The
nuclei dominate decoherence, which is on microsecond
time scales. But only phonons are an efficient energy
sink for the relaxation of the energy-resolved spin states,
leading to spin lifetimes as long as seconds [7].

The extraordinary low relaxation is boosted by orders of
magnitude at spectral crossings, unless special condi-
tions—such geometries we call easy passages—are met
[8,9]. Spectral crossings seem inevitable in the manipula-
tion based on the Pauli spin blockade [1,10], the current
choice in spin qubit experiments [11]. On the other hand, a
fast spin relaxation channel may be desired, e.g., in the
dynamical nuclear polarization [12–14].

The single-electron spin relaxation is well understood
[15,16]: it proceeds through acoustic phonons, in propor-
tion to their density of states, which increases with the
transferred energy. The matrix element of the phonon
electric field between spin opposite states is nonzero due
to spin-orbit coupling or nuclear spins. At anticrossings,
the matrix element is enhanced by orders of magnitude,
even though the anticrossing gap is minute (��eV). The
relaxation rate can be either enhanced or suppressed, de-
pending on whether the energy or the matrix element
effects dominate.

The two electron relaxation rates were measured in
single [17–19] and in double [20–22] dots. Theoretical
works so far mostly focused on single dots [23,24], or
vertical double dots [25,26], in which the symmetry of
the confinement potential lowers the numerical demands.
A slightly deformed dot was considered in Refs. [27,28],
and a lateral coupled double dot in silicon in Ref. [29].
What is key for spin-qubit manipulation and most relevant
for ongoing experiments, is the case of weakly coupled and

biased coupled dots. In addition, the relative roles of the
spin-orbit and hyperfine interactions in the spin relaxation
in GaAs quantum dots have not yet been established.
The analysis of the two-electron double dot relaxation is

challenging because many parameters need to be consid-
ered simultaneously: the magnitude and orientation of the
magnetic field, the orientation of the dot with respect to the
crystallographic axes, the strength of the interdot coupling
(parametrized by either tunneling or exchange energy) and
the bias applied across the double dot (detuning). Here we
cover all these parameters, including the nuclear bath,
providing specific relevant predictions for experimental
setups [30]. Perhaps the most striking results are the ex-
istence of islands of inhibited spin relaxation in the mag-
netic field and detuning maps, and the switch of the two
principal C2v axes along which the relaxation shows a
minimum or maximum, as detuning is turned on. While
singlets and polarized triplets relax by spin-orbit coupling,
the spin-unpolarized triplet relaxation is dominated by
nuclear spins over a wide parameter range (the spin-orbit
induced anisotropy is wiped out), contrary to common
belief. The predicted giant spin relaxation anisotropy is a
unique and experimentally testable signature of spin-orbit
spin relaxation, which can also be useful for spin nano-
devices, as we argue in this Letter.
Model.—We consider a laterally coupled, top-gated

GaAs double quantum dot patterned in the plane perpen-
dicular to ẑ ¼ ½001�. In the two-dimensional and envelope
function approximation, the Hamiltonian reads

H ¼ X
i¼1;2

ðTi þ Vi þHZ;i þHso;i þHnuc;iÞ þHC; (1)

where i labels electrons. The single-electron terms are

T ¼ P2=2m ¼ ð�i@rþ eAÞ2=2m; (2)

V ¼ 1
2m!2

0 minfðr� dÞ2; ðrþ dÞ2g þ eE � r; (3)
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HZ ¼ ðg=2Þ�B� � B; (4)

Hso ¼ HBR þHD þHD3; (5)

the kinetic energy, the biquadratic confinement potential,
the Zeeman term, and the spin-orbit couplings, respec-
tively. The position and momentum vectors are two-
dimensional, where x̂ ¼ ½100� and ŷ ¼ ½010�. The proton
charge is e and the effective electron mass is m. The
confinement energy, E0 ¼ @!0, and the confinement

length, l0 ¼ ð@=m!0Þ1=2, define the characteristic scales.
The potential is minimal at �d, and we call 2d=l0 the
interdot distance. The electric field E is applied along the
dot main axis d. Turning on E shifts the potential minima
relative to each other by the detuning energy � ¼ 2eEd.
The magnetic field is B ¼ ðBx; By; BzÞ. We use the sym-

metric gauge, A ¼ Bzð�y; xÞ=2, and � ¼ ð�x; �y; �zÞ are
the Pauli matrices. The Landé factor is g, and the Bohr
magneton is �B. The Bychkov-Rashba, and the linear and
cubic Dresselhaus Hamiltonian read

HBR ¼ ð@=2mlBRÞð�xPy � �yPxÞ; (6)

HD ¼ ð@=2mlDÞð��xPx þ �yPyÞ; (7)

HD3 ¼ ð�c=2@
3Þð�xPxP

2
y � �yPyP

2
xÞ þ H:c:; (8)

parametrized by the spin-orbit lengths lBR and lD, and a
bulk parameter �c. Nuclei, labeled by n, couple through

Hnuc ¼ �
X
n

In � ��ðr�RnÞ; (9)

where � is a constant, and In is the spin of a nucleus
at the position Rn. The Coulomb interaction is HC ¼
e2=4��jr1 � r2j, with the material dielectric constant �.
The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), and its energy spectrum are
discussed in Refs. [31,32], including our numerical method
(configuration interaction) for its diagonalization. Here we
extend it by including nuclear spins, which we treat by
averaging over unpolarized random ensemble. See
Supplemental Material [33] for further details.

The relaxation is mediated by acoustic phonons

Hep ¼ i
X
Q;�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@Q

2	Vc�

s
VQ;�½byQ;�e

iQ�R � bQ;�e
�iQ�R�; (10)

with deformation, Vdf
Q;l ¼ �e, and piezoelectric potentials,

Vpz
Q;� ¼ �2ieh14ðqxqyê�Q;z þ qzqxê

�
Q;y þ qyqzê

�
Q;xÞ=Q3.

The phonon wave vector is Q, and the electron position
vector is R ¼ ðr; zÞ. The polarizations are given by �, the
polarization unit vector reads ê, and the phonon annihila-
tion (creation) operator is denoted by b (by). The mass
density, the volume of the crystal, and the sound velocities
are given by 	, V, and c�, respectively. The phonon po-
tentials are parametrized by �e, and h14.

We define the relaxation rate as the sum of the indi-
vidual transition rates to all lower-lying states for both

piezoelectric and deformation potentials. Each rate (from
jii to jji) is evaluated using the Fermi golden rule in the
zero-temperature limit,

�ij ¼ �

@	V

X
Q;�

Q

c�
jVQ;�j2jMijj2�ð!ij �!QÞ; (11)

where Mij ¼ hijeiQ�Rjji is the matrix element of the states

with energy difference @!ij. Here we are interested in the

rates of the singlet (S) and the three triplets (Tþ, T0, T�) at
the bottom of the energy spectrum.
In numerics, we use GaAs parameters: m ¼ 0:067me,

withme the free electron mass, g ¼ �0:44, cl¼5290m=s,
ct¼2480m=s, 	¼5300 kg=m3, �e ¼ 7 eV, eh14¼1:4�
109 eV=m, � ¼ 12:9�0, �c¼27:5 eV �A3, �¼2�eVnm3,
I¼3=2. We choose typical lateral dot values, lBR ¼
2:42 �m, lD ¼ 0:63 �m, djj½110� and the confinement
energy E0 ¼ 1:0 meV, corresponding to l0 ¼ 34 nm.
Results.—We start with an unbiased double dot. We plot

its spectrum in Fig. 1(a) as a function of the interdot
coupling, which translates into an exponentially sensitive
S-T0 exchange splitting J. Electrical control over J, neces-
sary e.g. to induce the

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SWAP

p
gate [1], allows for a fast

switching between the strong and weak coupling regime,
corresponding to the exchange splitting being larger and
smaller than the Zeeman energy, respectively. During
this switching, the ground state changes at an S-Tþ
anticrossing.
We cover the freedom of the interdot coupling in Fig. 2.

Panel a) shows the relaxation of the first excited state [S or
Tþ, see Fig. 1(a)]. First to note is the strong relaxation
suppression at the S-Tþ anticrossing as the transferred
energy becomes very small. Remarkably, the anticrossing
does not influence the rate of T0, plotted at panel b), at all
(the peak close to d ¼ 0 is due to an anticrossing with a
higher excited state). Even though the dominant channel,
T0 ! Tþ, is strongly suppressed here, its reduction is
exactly compensated by the elsewhere negligible T0 ! S
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FIG. 1 (color online). Calculated energies of the lowest states
for (a) variable interdot coupling (at B ¼ 5 T) and (b) detuning
(at B ¼ 2 T). Singlet states are given by dashed lines, triplets by
solid lines. The blue strokes mark singlet-triplet anticrossings. In
(a), the energy of T0 is subtracted, and in (b), the quadratic trend
in E is subtracted. The green arrows denote points of exact
compensation, and the red oval in (b) shows where nuclear spins
dominate the T0 relaxation.
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channel. The exact compensation arises for the relaxation
into a quasi-degenerate subspace (we denote such cases on
Fig. 1 by green arrows) if

�E � minfE; @c�=l0g: (12)

Here E is the transition energy and �E is the energy width
of subspace (the anticrossing gap). Equation (12) states
that the energy width �E is too small to be resolved by
either phonons with energy E or electron wave function
scale l0 [33]. The relaxation then proceeds into the sub-
space rather then into its constituent states, so that any
mixing of the states within the subspace is irrelevant.

Further to note on Fig. 2 is the anisotropy of relaxation,
which reflects the anisotropy of the spin-orbit fields. In the
weak coupling regime, the relaxation rates are minimal if
the magnetic field orientation is parallel to the dot main
axis, which results in an isle of strongly prolonged spin
lifetimes. Note that this is in contrast to the biased dot (see
below), and to the single-electron case, where the minimal
in-plane magnetic field direction, the easy passage, of a d k
½110� double dot is perpendicular to d [9,34]. The switch
can be understood from the effective, spin-orbit induced,
magnetic field [9] if written using the coordinates along the

dot axes xd; yd ¼ ðx� yÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
,

B so ¼ B� fxdðl�1
BR � l�1

D Þ½1�10� þ ydðl�1
BR þ l�1

D Þ
� ½110�g= ffiffiffi

2
p

: (13)

At the anticrossing, the mixing due to xd is by far domi-
nant, so the minimum appears with B along ½1�10�. This xd
dominance will be the case for a biased dot, too. On the
other hand, in a single dot xd and yd induce comparable
mixing, and Bso becomes minimal if the larger term (the
one with yd) is eliminated. Weakly coupled unbiased dot is
in this respect similar to a single dot as the two-electron
transitions can be understood as flips of a particular elec-
tron located in a single dot. Since the direction for the rate
minimum switches upon changing d, the system does not
show an easy passage, that is a low relaxation rate from
weak to strong coupling regime.
We plot the magnetic field dependence for a weakly

coupled unbiased double dot in Fig. 3 and observe similar
behavior as in Fig. 2. The relaxation rate is minimal ifBjjd
throughout the shown parametric region. This is because
the anticrossing and the related directional switch happens
here at so small magnetic field that it is not visible at
the figure resolution. For completeness, we note that the
T� relaxation behavior is very similar to the one for T0 on
both Figs. 2 and 3, and we do not show it.
We now consider a biased double dot. Its spectrum is

shown in Fig. 1(b) as a function of the detuning. The
ground state singlet is in the (1,1) configuration (one
electron in each dot) for low, and in the (0,2) configuration
(both electrons in one dot) for large detunings. The cross-
over, a broad singlet-singlet anticrossing, is a key handle in
spin measurement and manipulation [11]. The low to large
detuning crossover involves S-T� anticrossing, exploited
for nuclear-spin pumping [12,35].
We show the detuning and magnetic field influence on

the relaxation in Fig. 4. At the singlet-triplet anticross-
ings, we observe that first, the relaxation rate of the first
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FIG. 2 (color). Calculated relaxation rates of (a) the first
excited state [S or Tþ, see Fig. 1(a)] and (b) the triplet T0 as a
function of the in-plane magnetic field orientation � ¼
arccosðBx=BÞ (angle) and the interdot distance 2d=l0 (radius of
the polar plot), for a double dot at B ¼ 5 T. The x and y axes
correspond to crystallographic axes [100] and [010], respec-
tively. The dot orientation djj½110� is marked by a line. The
blue half circles indicate the S-Tþ anticrossing, also marked on
Fig. 1(a). The x axis is converted to the tunneling energy T and
the exchange J, in addition to 2d=l0. The rate is given in inverse
seconds by the color scale. The system obeys C2v symmetry, so
point reflection would complete the graphs.
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FIG. 3 (color). Calculated relaxation rates of (a) the first
excited state and (b) the triplet T0 as a function of the in-plane
magnetic field orientation � (angle) and the magnetic field
magnitude (radius of the polar plot) for a double dot with
T ¼ 0:1 meV. The layout with respect to the crystallographic
axes is the same as in Fig. 2. The rate is given in inverse seconds
by the color scale.
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excited state dips at the S-Tþ anticrossing (though the dip
is very narrow and hard to see at the figure resolution),
and second, the T� rate strongly peaks at the S-T�
anticrossing. This is a demonstration of the dominant
effect of the anticrossing on the transition energy, and
matrix element, respectively. Third, there are no other
manifestations of the S-T� anticrossings, a fact due to
the exact compensation already mentioned before. The
anisotropy features of this geometry are striking. In the
given range of detuning energies, states except T0 exhibit
a very distinctive easy passage for a magnetic field along
½1�10�, where the relaxation is up to to three orders of
magnitude smaller than with B along [110]. Though the
directional switch occurs—rates become minimal for a
magnetic field along [110], it is again out of the figure
scope (very small and very large detunings). The rates
increase at detunings * 2 meV, because of spectral cross-
ings with excited triplets, Fig. 1(b), regime normally
avoided in experiments. Double dots, with their spectral
idiosyncrasies, are a unique system to observe a giant
amplification of the spin-orbit anisotropies by a physical
observable with bias control.

In large parts of the parametric space, the relaxation of
T0 is dominated by nuclear spins, thus being isotropic. This
is surprising, since the effective (Overhauser) nuclear mag-
netic field Bnuc is of the order of mT, much smaller than the

spin-orbit field in Eq. (13), Bso � ðl0=lsoÞB � 30 mT at
B ¼ 1 T for our parameters. One therefore expects the
nuclei to lead to much slower relaxation than the spin-orbit
coupling. This was indeed the case for the unbiased dots
and Figs. 2 and 3. How then can nuclei dominate here?
Looking on Fig. 1(b), this happens when states T0 and
Sð1; 1Þ are nearby in energy. Here, the otherwise negligible
hyperfine effects take over, because the spin-orbit induced
mixing of these two states is forbidden [27]. Estimating the
wave function admixture in the lowest order, the nuclei
dominate if

Bso=jET0
� Ekj & Bnuc=jET0

� ESj; (14)

with k being the closest state to which T0 is coupled by the
spin-orbit interaction. The above condition generalizes in
an obvious way for other states than T0 and there are
additional cases of nuclear dominance in our system.
However, they happen on parameter regions too small to
be visible on the resolution of Fig. 4, so we discuss them
only in the Supplemental Material [33].
Our predictions are experimentally observable. Until

now the spin-orbit origin, and especially its induced direc-
tional anisotropy of the spin relaxation in weakly coupled
two-electron dots, has not yet been experimentally estab-
lished. With employing vector magnets, it should now be
possible to overcome earlier experimental challenges and
change the magnetic field orientation while keeping the
sample fixed and detect the anisotropy [36]. The spin-orbit
or nuclear-induced relaxation can be masked by cotunnel-
ing and smeared by a finite temperature. The former is
reduced in the charge sensing readout setups [37], in which
the coupling to the leads can be made small. The latter
effect is small for experimentally relevant subkelvin temi-
peratures, such that the directional anisotropies are well
preserved.
Our results demonstrate control over the spin-orbit in-

duced anticrossing gaps (easy passages appear if the gaps
are closed) by sample and magnetic field geometry. It
offers electrical tunability of spin relaxation, by changing
the double dot orientation (in the Supplemental Material
[33], we suggest a spin current measurement device ex-
ploiting easy passage). In addition, such control may be
especially useful when dealing with hyperfine spins.
Indeed, in the polarization scheme considered in
Ref. [14], the nuclear spin polarization is proportional to
nonhyperfine assisted spin relaxation (see Eq. (7) therein)
and so would benefit from a setup with maximized spin-
orbit induced relaxation rates (out of the easy passage). On
the other hand, the adiabatic pumping scheme demon-
strated in Ref. [35] relies on the S� Tþ anticrossing being
solely due to the nuclear spins (and not the spin-orbit
coupling), suggesting improved efficiency in an easy pas-
sage configuration. We propose a similar nonadiabatic
nuclear pumping scheme based on the easy passage in
the Supplemental Material [33]. All these examples
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FIG. 4 (color). Calculated relaxation rates of (a) the first
excited state, (b) T0, and (c) T� as a function of the in-plane
magnetic field orientation � (angle) and detuning energy (radius
of the polar plot), for a double dot with 2d=l0 ¼ 4:35 (T ¼
10 �eV), chosen along Ref. [11], and B ¼ 2 T. The layout with
respect to the crystallographic axes is the same as in Fig. 2. The
rate is given in inverse seconds by the color scale. The blue lines
indicate the singlet-triplet anticrossings, which are in line with
the marks in Fig. 1(b). The dashed red lines in panel (b) confine
the area where hyperfine coupling dominates.
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illustrate the potential benefits that intentional control of
spin relaxation, based on our results, may offer.
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